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REwSTRICTED 

ADDENDUM TO BALLISTIC RESEARCH .LALORATORY REPORT NO. 48 (REVISED) 
by R. H. Kent 

Initial  and Maximum Values  of the  Rog^la-Kent Diinlnsionleps 
Pressure. 

■ 

In Ballistic Research Laboratory Report No. 4-3 Kent de- 
riven. Sq. (9), viz. 

din  ^ c^n^.  v  && 2lu -c 

v.-here  y is a wean ratio of specific heats, r the expottent in 
Hie  rate-of-burning lav/, n  the free volume expansion r^tio, 
and n a dimensionless time variable.  For fixed values of r 
and 7 this is a universal differential equation applicable to 
all guns, subject to the limitations of the Roggla theory. 
For a universal value of the initial second derivative 

d2 it givcsr, as a universal function of Q, and thus •%£$    as a 
universal function of ri  , viz ;p(T)).  Except for the ordinate 
scale Roggla's P - 1 chart for his "zero degree of degressive- 

d2 ness" is a plot of tpCn) vs r) , so that 7—^ may well be called 
the diraensioniess pressure. 

Together with the values r = 0.7 and y = 1-2 Roggla used 
a value 1000/43.5 = 23.0 for the ratio of maximum pressure to 
initial pressure.  Numerical integration of Eq. (9) led to the 
value O.640 for [^(rj)] „ v for values of a about equal to 

0.028.  The value found for  uCr,)!    was not sensitive to the 

value of a, being O.64O for a - 0.03.  Thus one can say that 
« for a = 0.0278, \^(n)] has the value 0.640.  The ratio of 
, I    i ifiaA 
J O.640 to 0.0278, however, is just 23.0.  We thus have the re- 

sult that Roggla's "zero degressiveness" ? -7]    curve correspo] 
1 to the values: 

cp(l) = a = 0.0278 

The numerical integration showed the maximum value of 
.(l) to occur at 1 = 1.84, Roggla's value ;_.93 thus be 
in error by 5%. 
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KOGGL^'S EkUi.TlON AlID ITS ArPLICATIOrj rp  liJlfcKIOR 

borne  time ago I.oggla pubiisiica ... series 01" interior 
ballistic charts together with a pamphlet* explaining the 
methou of computing velocities and pressures,  w'hile these 
charts have a useful field of application, the theoretical 
treatment of Roggla may also be- used advantageously in 
calculating, without their aid, the perforMunce of ■. new 
weapon v>hen interior ballistic data for 2, weapon differing 
not too widely from it in caliber, muzzle velocity etc. are 
known or in calculating the effect of a change in bullet 
weight, web thickness etc. In a u:iven weapon.  For this 
reason an exposition is given of die deduction of Hoggla's 
equation ana a description of the methoa oi its auplieation 
to interior ballistic problems. 

Roggla's ecuation is the following 

P r 
^1-l)e    dib1 

k r-1).: a' 

i-^T 
/ 

In this equation; 

p ~ pressure 

0 X3" 
_^li 
0 

/ Yo 

0i/ 

I    '1    / ■ 
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y  = a pseudo  ratio  of  specific   beats,    '^^ ^l IQAI 

oi   the  powdei   per  unit  weight. >iit; wiiwj. 

* Neue Diagramme Fur Die Angewandte Xnnere Ballistik, Theorie und Beiapiele" 
Edmund Roggla, Pllsen, 19.30 

**0btained from Koggla's (7) on page 6 of "Theorie und beispiele." 
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0   - the density of the powder, 

b - the specific rate of burning, 

r = exponent of pressure in the rate of burning lew " 

0^ - the initial surface of the charge, 

v^ = the initial free volume, 

QI - thp reduced weight-of the projectile which takes 
account also of the weight of charge, 

q - the cross sections1 area of the bore. 

The derivation of Fioggla's equation depends fundsmentally 
upon Resal's equation which may be written i.n the form: 

I II     III 

e Ob 0 nr dt = n dv + p dv + v op ,. 

The tern under I gives the amount -y  energy delivered by 
the powder charge In tine dt on the assunotion that the rat»-' 
of burning is proportional to the rth -cwor  i' the iressure^ 
The tern undo" IT is the vfork dene daring the correspe iding 
tine.. The tern under Til reoresents the^increase in the 
internal energy of the )owder gts.     Rowever, '.:- holds only 
on the contrary to feet assumption that the ratic n the ' 
specific heats is constant. 

The Internal energy of a gas of mass, M. is 
T 

W/ CvdT = M evT, 
o 

where c    is   the  specific heat at constant volume and  T  the 
absolute temperature.     In the  case of most, gases 

* While the experiments of Crow and ^rimshaw seem to have  shown that 
when a pure organic powder is burnt,  the rate of burning is directly 
proportional to the pressure,  other experiments e.^.   those in the 24.0 mm 
Rov.itzer tend to show that when there is a considerable admixture of 
black powder the exponent is  reduced  possibly to as low as   .7. 

Further work on the influence of black po-der on the rate of 
burning needs to be done. 



c  - c  = 

v/here c is the specific heat at constant )ressure and T 

is the gc.s Constant.  Hence v/e r;:-y  write the Internal energy 
of the gss as 

M  cv  T  = 
H   c     H    : 

V 

c     -  c 
p           V 

_ H   p(v-b 

If c„ is s constant, thei 

c 
^ - 1 = Y - 1, 
cv 

On the  other  hand,   if c     is nor,  t   c^n:::tcnt v?e rasy 
designate 

1   by (7-1) 
cv 

from v/hich it  follows   that 

7  ~ 1 + 

vr 

lA/e call 7 the pseudo ratio of specific heats. 

If c     is a function of temperature, then, in general 7 is 

also a function of tempea'ature.  If the v^rlati a   in  the 
temperature of the powder gas is not too great, 7 may bo 
taken as approximately constant while the -rojectile is in 
the bore.  In viev; of Jbhi.* the 7 in nasal's equaticn (?) 
should be replaced by 7 . 

Tn the team under III, v really represents the free 
volume back of the projectile whereas under II, v represents 
total volume1.  By free volume is meant the volume b,.ek of 
the projectile minus the volume of the unburnt po;7der and 
the co-volume of the burnt ocwder.  Homcver, on the essumption 
that the co-volume of the powder is equal to the volume 

*• b io the co-volume in this expression. 



of the equivalent mass ol" soliu powder, the equation is 
still valia in this respect.  While this is not accurately- 
true, it is possibly not a serious error in view oi the fact 
that Resal's equation should be used, for only approximate 
computations. 

V/e accordingly rewrite Resal's equation in place of 
(2) as 

e ^ b 0 pr dt = p dv + ^v + v aP (2a) 
7 - 1 

ana v now represents the free volume both under II and III, 

We next introduce the free sp^ce ratio, rj , which is the 
ratio of free volume at any time to tne original free volume. 
we accordingly obtain 

dv = ctri • v . 1   o 

The assumption is made that tne passive resistance is pro- 
portional to the pressure.  As a result of this hypothesis, the 
work, A -J pdv, is given by 

_ G' c 
^ - ——:  , 2g  ' 

where Q? is the reduced weight of the projectile, which takes 
account of kinetic energy of the pov/der gas and also of the 
work of the passive resistance and c is the velocity.  It 
may readily be shown that if G is the weight oi the projectile, 
L the weight of charge and if the pressure equivalent to the 
forcing resistance is given by 

(j, t   Gclc 
gq '  dt ' 

then the reduced weight of the projectile G' is given by 

G' = u(l + p, + — ). 

We accordingly also obtain 

aA = -— cdc = pav. (3) 

Since  the velocity is  the derivative of  the  travel with respect 
to  the   fcime  the  following  relations  are  easily obtained: 

* In oth> r words,   \i   Is the ratio oi" the pressure equivalent  to  the forcing 
resistance to the pressure  effective for the acceleration of the projectile. 



dt 
. d2s . 

dt2 ri    0 dt2 (l) 

,  dv = I' ^ Sfl ^ dt (5; 

0 . ii'  ^2  £3n dD ^ G' In  d^Q ,, ,,. 
0  a" dt* °  2 dt3 

By me&ns cf thfi substitution of these relations ■" u (^n) 
one obtoins 

dt3      -n    ' 

2 ^^ ■ 
where B = ("v-l) e 0 h 0   (&-Q )       .       i 

'        "" ox GT v ^      v 

r!he above three pfjr&grs.phs f.re practically equivalent 
to a translation of iaragra.oh 2 of "Neue ru ;.r-;.~"io ^'"p. nie 
Angowendte Innei^e Ballistikj Theorie und Beisaiole."1 

In cur simolified treatment we assume that the totel 
burning surface of the charge is constant, a cenditi^n 
which is aporoxl.mately realized in the case of strip ;.nd 
tubul.-i r powd er. 

Thus Roggla's equation aaolies roore precisely to groins 
with constfuit. burning surface and not to degressively or to 
progressively burning grains.  However, for the latter powders 
it may be used ;:s an approximation. 

Let 9 = it, so that   <h = i -^ 

- - ..2 d^ 
T) - j   A 

d9" 

- ■ -3 d-'-n 

69 

* The superscript dots signify differentiation with respect to time. 

■5- 



Then  (?)   bacorae! 

7  J     7$r 

1 

^    ,:- ,   (H)   reduces  to 

ay      d9^ (9) 

It  is  thus   evident thr.t  on lieggiats  assnu.jtiang  there 
is  one differential  equation for  ■■-.11   Lnterior   bs'llistic 
trajectories. 

We take initi-'l conditions as follorg: 

•n, 

'3QJ 

da' 
£,, c! constant for all trajectories. 

The first of these conditions holds >-■-- ^ i efinit.ichj, the 
secend expresses the fact that the initial velocity is z 
while the third is undouhtedly Contrary to fact hut Is very 
convenient and sney not lead to excessive errors..  There is' 
only one solution,^ = f(9)', oi (9) satisfying these initial 
conditions imd hence on the given assumptions there Is -niv 
one interior ballistic trajectory, TJ = f(&),fer all combina- 
tions of yun. powder and orojectlle. 

Equation (6; gives the pressure as a function of the 
time.  No?: 

ri "- .]' 
dQ' 

r f"(©) j2 f^f-1^^  = j2^^); 

Jo- 



where the function f  Is the LnvGrse :?f f and -fn) !. 
defined by 

^(•n) = f" 
■^ • 

Hence th? pressure c$n be expressed • .• 
free sjaCe ratio, T), PS f'c^lloT.'s: 

fun -ti   .:    :-f 

. 11' 1: •n —7 ]    'Kn) '(•n) 

i (y-l)     e     a h- 

g  Gl    vc J 
■(■n) do) 

The value  of T)    ot  which ;
:'(TV   IS  f   aaziTui-r!   rivei 

position of aiaximura   )ressure. 

If   ?  end   o :i wr%     r T" -    '   - : LJ ■ er 'nt   ::' ■: )onp , 
and Tj  and ru     thci:-1  corresoonf In-    ri-er   s )£CP   ret-' 

he.ve,   lotting -    _^c   ,   the   cccf: i    Lent of ii   In   f "^ ,   b 

and   the  corresponding  c ^efJ Lcient   for   thf   c the  sec   id 
we? pon biE  k, , 

KT) 

1    ' f'l "Hio 

] ron the shove rel&tlons ■ " - :'..: in 

d -q 
o 

dQ'- 

n 
: '■■■ 

d2' 
1 "" ^L-l m  > 

■ o; 

where 9i - J^ and jj^ - ^x 

 1_ 
3-2r 



i nc j- / i \ -L 

lor equal free space ratios, that i: f r r]1   =  n , 

Kl/l 
•^r 

Substituting in this equption the values of k  ->nd 
obtain Foggla's equation 

1 
3-2r 

(1) 

Since  for  twr   given  ret-  of  conditions   the -t tic   of   n: 
to   p   is  constant.   It  follows  that  the  ratio  of  the  start- 
ing  pressures   is   the   same c^nst^nt.     'This ir  therefore  rn 
Eddttional  pssunptlcn.     Tt rmy be stated in this fcra:   the 
ratio  ?f  fche storting   >ressures  is  assumed  tr  be  equal 
the ratio of  trie ma.^iciurn  oro,ssures. 

4- ... 

snown that  ii   fche  shs -o  :f the grriin and 
the  density are unchanged 

0 0i , Lr 
0 

If  the coBnositions  of  the 
'nation  (1}   becoraes 

)orrder  are  also  identical, 

* We distinguish between  y^  andy   in this expression is spite of our 
assumption that^-^ = 7    because a relatively small change in 7  will 
produce a relatively large  change  in  (7 - 1). 

* * C is the weight of charge, w io the  web thickness. 



' \ 

3-2r 

(11) 

Several   Interesting deduo-tions  cijK.y  be m^de directly 
fron: this   equation;   one  is   that  If  the  web   thickness  de- 
creases  vrhlle  the  maximum   preSvSure   Ls   kept   the  seme   the 
position of the  point of maxinum   rressure will be at a 
greater ':.istrnce frcra  the breech than i'onnerly. 

It felloes  directly from  equation  (11)   that  if  ysr1   is 
less   thsn 7.r end   the  Dressure ^^v"^■■■ ^■=-  ^^^.^■■■^-■^-^ •e  re^irins  unchanged,   v o 1 
niast be greater then v  .     As is shewn on page 7 the pressure 
is a function of the free space ratio.  Hence if the initial 
free volume is increased it follows that the travel for a 
given free space ratio will be greater.  Hence since the 
oositlon of the point of maximum pressure deoends directly 
on the free space ratio, it fellows that for the quicker 
powder the point of maximum pressure will be further 
removed from the breech. 

This equation may also be used for deriving the differ- 
ential coefficients for the maxinum pressure which are used 
in correcting maximum pressures for -eight of eroject:ile, 
chamber capacity, etc. 

/■ c We write (tee Hitchcock's "Differential Coefficients 
for Interior Ballistics", File r:-II-23) 

12 . «  dC + « dV     dG». K 
p    1  C  .pl  V  nl G' ' Kl 

(V'J 

where p represents the maximum pressure end v' 
chamber capacity. 

■resents 1 

If we now let 

Pi - P "'- dp, 

C. = C + dC, 

'1 w + dw, etc., 

we obtain from (ll) 

-9- 



1 + ^ = 1 dC 
j3-2r 3-2r 

dv 
0 + - 

V 

1 dG' 
3-2r G' 

d W 
w (12) 

In case ;he chamber capacity tf is kept constant, then 

dC 

.since 

dv o 

0 

In case the charge is kept constant while  the  chamber volume' 
varies, 

iience 

dv = dV. 

dv aV - dC 

and 

o _. V      dV   c 
v o v   V  a v 

o        o 

dC 
C 

Equation (12) for the differential coefficient; 
Decomcs 

Li 
Q a v V 

r3 ^T 

~v + G1 T-O -^r w (13) 

For purposes of comJ-risen, the values of the differential ■ 
coefficients hove been computed for two guns from the above 
equation, taking r = .7, .3 and 1 and Placed In  a table 
together with the values given In Hitchcock's oarjer Whtah 
are deduced from the Interior Ballistic Tables end also 
some exDerimental values. 

-io_ 



In the Table the values computed by Roggla's equation are 
headed by R, Hitchcock's values by H, and the experimental 

values by E. 

Liun V Wt.of  Wt.   Exp.* 
iJro j. of 

CiK. 
r 

75 mm 
Mod. 
1897 

u 11.72 1.316 .7 

.8 

T 
*i 

H 

Pi 
R H 

1.48 -.85 .625    -1.25 

1.69> 1.43 2.01 -.98V-.75 -.92 .715>.63 -1.43^-1.33 

1.0 2.37 -1.37 1.00     -2.00 

3"Ml 296 15    4.61 
1917 

.7 1.49] -.8? 

.8 1.70] 1.57 1.67 -.93)-.77 

1.0 2.38 -1.37 

.625]   -X.25I 

.715}.65 -1.43i-1.46 

1.00 -2.00^ 

NOTE: The few experimental values are obtained by the use of coppers, the 
coefficients might be appreciably different if they were determined 
by the piezo-electric gauge. 

* The coefficients have been computed as shown aoove for various values 
of the exponent, r, of the pressure in the rate of burning law. 

-11- 



In conclusion we proceed to solve some problems by 
means of Roggla's equation and check them by the firing 
results. 

1st Problem 

Given 

Chamber capacity - 84 cu. in. 
Weight of charge - 1.316 lbs. 
Density of powder - .057 lb/in3 

Weight of projectile - 11,72 lbs. 
Maximum pressure - 23,350 lbs. 

Required: to compute the maximuia pressure in the 
same gun with the following conditions 

Chamber capacity - 84 cu. in. 
V(eight of charge - 1.551 lbs. 
Weight of projectile - 15.96 IDS, 
The powder is of the same lot. 

The results obtained by the computations are the following: 

For r = 1, p, - 47,100 

For r = .8, p. = 38,600 

For r = ,7, p-, = 36,200 

Observea pressure, 35<200 

2nd Problem 

Given 

C = 20.2 oz. 
V - 84 cu. in. 
P = 30,370 lb/in2 

Required: to compute p^^ if C, = 18 oz.   an<i other 
variables are unchanged. 

Result of computations: 

p, = 25,540 

p, observed = 25,300. 



ird Problem 

jiven 

C  — 1.2S  lbs. 
if   - 04.  cu.   in. 
p  =  30,830  lb/in3 

Recruired:   to  compute p-,   for 

     ' r"  i v -1 
-1  — • /f/iO X Db t 

V-, = 35 cu. in., and other variables -unchanged. 

The result of computation: 

p-, - 10,000 Lb/in2 

p. observed = 16^150*. 

Jrom bhe above examples, it may be seen that very satis- 
factory resiilts are obtained, using r = .7.  hence in"spite 
of the fact that we knovi that the rate of burning of trie 
pure organic powder in the closed chamber is unity, in 
view of the more satisfactory results obtained by the ex- 
ponent .7, such an exponent should oe useu in applying 
R'dggla's equation to ordinary problems.  There is evidence 
that the reduction of the exponent below unity serves to 
compensate for the contrary to fact assumptions that the 
starting pressure is proportional to the maximum pressure and 
that the forcing resistance is proportional to ihe acceleration 
of the projectile, 

I am indebted to Miss B. I. Hart for help in the revision. 

'R. ii ■ IWt 
R. H. Kent 

* The last two examples were computed by Mr. Lane, using r = .7. 
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